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Narahai, H. Gr—The   Vrttaratnavall:   Its   Author   and his
Date : About 1425 A. D. BmV. V, Pt 3.	[718
Discusses  the  Manuscripts  of  the  work,   which,   though   mainly
-	intended as a prayer to Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, it serves
also   the  additional  purpose   of  being  an  interesting   treatise  on
Metrics.
	 The  Raghupatirahasyadipika     of  Srlmuni   and   its
Date : After 1550 A. D.	[719
Describes the pretentions of the MS. to be an independent compo-
sition, it is nothing more than an adaptation of the Vjjvalanllamam of
Rupagosvamin to suit as an invocation to Rama, obviously by a
devotee of Rama. It cannot have been composed earlier than 1550
A. D.
	  The   Advaitajalajata:   The   Probable   Date   of   its
Author Panduranga.   BmV. V, Pt. 4.	[720
Assigns the date of this MS between 1775 and 1850 A. D.
Potdar, D. V.—A Unique   Illuminated   MS.   of   Bhagavata.
(Marathi text).   BISMQ, XXII, Pt, lt pp. 4-6.	[721
The MS. contains about fifty illustrations. The style is of late and
debased Deccani, and appears to have been originally owned by
Timaji Diyanatrao, an 'Adilshahi statesman. The size is i/'x/K",
and dated Saka 1584, Pausa, 2nd day of the bright fortnight, Saturday
(7-12-1667 A. D). It is connected with the Shirke dynasty of Srngarpuf
(Konkan).
Raghavan,   V.—-The   Varnana   Sara   Samgraha   of   Ayya
Dlksita Alias Nilakantha Dlksita  (II).   BmV. V.  Pt.  3.
[722
Examination of the MS. of the work.	'
Ray, H. 0.—Bhojaraja-saccarita Nataka of Vedanta-vaglsa
Bhattacarya. IHQ. XVII, pp. 1-27. (First set of pagi-
nation before the volume proper begins.	[723
Describes the manuscript of the Nataka from the India Office
collection. The drama is without any female characters and the
usual scenes of erotic court intrigue. The author is placed in the
last quarter of the l6th or the first half of the I7th century. The
drama is said to be important for a study of Surjanacarito.
Sarma, K. Madhava Krishna—The  Suryasiddhantavyakhya
of Bhutivisnu.   BmV. V, Pt. 2,	1724
Examines- the Manuscript from the Adyar Library and assigns the
date to the biginning of the nth century. This MS. is only a
fragment.

